Tolerance limits for short-term analytical bias and analytical imprecision derived from clinical assay specificity.
I propose a method for defining tolerance limits for assay bias and assay imprecision, based on the effects of these tolerance limits on the clinical specificity of the assay. An analytical "error budget" is defined as the squared sums of the imprecision and bias errors. The maximum limit for this error budget is set at a value corresponding to a 50% increase in the false-positive rate for classifying healthy subjects. For gaussian distributions with +/- 2 SD used as decision limits, this error budget equates to 0.45 SD of combined within-person and between-person biological variation (SDBiol). To provide reasonable power for bias detection in an assay, I recommend that the SD of the assay be kept at less than half the bias limit. Then, for the gaussian distribution, the maximum bias limit should be < 0.36 SDBiol and the SD of the assay should be < 0.18 SDBiol. Procedures are provided for using the same principles to define tolerance limits for decision limits other than +/- 2 SD and for nongaussian distributions.